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pletely smelted ore seems to have been added, as in a
report on methods of lead-working made in 1582 it is said
that after as much lead as possible has been got out of
the ore by ' boiling ', they smelt the ' slagges ' or black
work on another hearth, leaving, however, enough to
cover their blocks at the next ' boiling '-1
Yet another type of furnace was the * turn-hearth '
used in the Mendips ; the construction of this, again, is
obscure, but it seems to have derived its name from
some portion of the hearth being movable and adjustable
to changing winds, while it would seem that the ordinary
furnace could only be used when the wind blew from
a particular quarter.2 There are references in 1302 to
a ' fornellus versatilis ' used in the Devon mines, and one
entry speaks of making the furnace * upon the turning
machine ' (super ingenium versatile).* At the time of
the revival of mining in Elizabeth's reign it was reported
that on the Mendips for the past forty years the only
hearths used had been those which could be turned about
as the wind changes, but in early days they had been
made on the ground, immovable, so that when the wind
shifted the workers ' were enforced to remove their
bellowes to other hearthes '.4
The bolers and furnacemen, who were paid about
izd. to i6d. a week, their assistants receiving about half
those amounts, having cast the lead into pigs and
stamped it, handed it over to the wardens of the mine.
The next process was the refining of the silver from the
lead by cupellation. When an alloy of silver and lead
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